
OVER 100 YEARS IN WOOD

Eco-Friendly Solutions
in Wood

with Global Technology



WOODEN
STORIES

Welcome to an overview of the JAC GROUP which is an 

intergral part of  the  over 100 year old Thamarappally 

Family which has been associated with the  Wood and 

Plantation Industry  from the late 19th century. The Group 

primarily caters to the requirements of the Building and 

Interior Decoration  Industry and  has a strong presence in 

both manufacturing and trading.

The JAC GROUP today primarily consists of 2 manufacturing 

companies namely, Jacsons Furniture Pvt. Ltd. and 

Veneers and Laminations (India) Ltd. and Thamarapplally 

Brothers Veneers & Panels Pvt. Ltd.   which is the trading 

wing of the Group. As a 5th generation family group, we are 

committed to keeping alive the values and trust that have 

been handed down over the years while contributing to 

the overall development of the economy.

Our product range can be broadly classified into: 

1. Ready made furniture for Homes & Offices.

2. Wood related eco-friendly raw materials for Interior  

   Decoration.

To service our domestic customers effectively, the group 

has 2 retail formats namely JAC FURN (earlier called 

Jacsons Furniture), which displays and sells  ready made 

furniture and JAC Interior Store (JIS) which displays and 

sells eco-friendly raw materilal for interiors.
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JAC Interior Stores or JIS are concept stores which display and sell  the full range of the company's eco-friendly 

raw material for interior decoration under one roof. The Group has a large  basket of high quality products from 

Doors, Veneers, MDF and  HDF to Cement boards, Kiln Dried Timber, Kitchen & Wardrobe Shutters  and more. 

JAC DOOR, JAC VENEER, JACTEEK and JACWUD are some of our product brands sold through JIS.

JAC DOOR, JAC VENEER, JACTEEK and JACWUD

ECO FRIENDLY RAW MATERIALS FOR INTERIORS



OUR JOURNEY THUS FAR...
1904 1904-58 1958 1962 1965
Registered a joint 
stock company by 
the Thamarappally 
Family.

Plantation and 
Timber business by 
the Thamarappally 
Family.

Started 
Thamarappally 
Brothers by the 
Late T.K. Jacob.

Began export of 
Rosewood logs.

Started furniture 
manufacturing 
company at Kochi 
which was 
inaugurated by then 
Governor V.V. Giri (the 
former President of 
India).

2019 2018 2016 2015 2007
Set up a 
State-of-the-art 
Pre-Hung Door 
manufacturing 
company in Central 
Kerala and is the 
largest Veneered 
Door factory in India.

2020
JAC Interior 
Store and 
JAC FURN  
showrooms 
open in 
Trivandrum.

Melamine Paper 
Lamination unit 
in Kochi 
becomes fully 
operational.

JAC Interior 
Stores open in 
Trichur, 
Kottayam, 
Eeratupetta and 
Thiruvalla. 

Introduced the 
concept of 
Pre-Hung 
Doors to the 
Indian market, a 
1st in India.

The first JAC 
Interior Stores 
open for 
business in 
Edappally, 
Kochi.

1987 1993 1998 1999 2000
Started 
production of 
Group Matched 
Decorative 
Plywood in 
Kochi, India.

Introduced 
Veneered MDF 
in India and 
started the 
company depot 
in Chennai.

Introduced 
‘Jacwud’® 
hardwood MDF 
to the Indian 
market.

Opened our 
company 
showroom in 
Bangalore.

2005
Moved to our 
new corporate 
office in M.G. 
Road, Kochi.

Began production 
of Light Weight 
Flush Doors.

1979-81 1978 1974 1972
Consecutively 
bagged the 
Outstanding Export 
Award from the 
Government of India 
for three years.

1979
Second Veneer 
mill established in 
Kochi, India.

Started our 
Rubberwood 
processing unit in 
Kerala, a first of its 
type in India.

• Production of Knock  
   Down Furniture  
   initiated.

• Set up a furniture   
  manufacturing  
  company in Chennai.

Incorporated 
Veneers & 
Laminations (India) 
Ltd. to set up the 
first veneer mill in 
India.

OUR JOURNEY GOES ON

PRE-HUNG DOORS |  ARCHITECTURAL DOORS
MOULDED PANEL DOORS |  VENEERED DOORS

JAC GROUP has also  pioneered the 

concept of Pre-Hung Doors in India, 

manufacturing   economical, 

attractive and long lasting doors to 

meet home and commercial 

requirements. All our doors are   

quality checked, with decorative 

architraves that conceal the 

transitions between surfaces along 

with locks and hinges that are 

included in the pre-hung door set. 

These are finished and ready to be 

assembled and installed on site. Our 

pre-hung doors are engineered with 

eco-friendly materials, with in-built 

properties to withstand climatic 

changes and are resistant to 

termites. Our state-of-the-art factory 

with the latest technology has a 

production capacity of   500 fully 

finished pre-hung doors per day.

INDIA’S FIRST
PRE-HUNG
DOORS



JAC VENEER, the pioneer manufacturers and exporters 

of Group Matched Veneers in India, has an extensive 

range of veneers from around the world. Our exotic 

range of burls, pommele, figured and fumed veneers 

are a treat for the most discerning. 

Our designer collection opens out a limitless canvas 

for creativity. Touch, feel and smell our veneers and 

you will experience the natural difference.

The full range of veneers are available as 3mm 

decorative plywoods and also as veneered MDF in 

thicknesses of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 & 25mm. 

PIONEERS FOR 
VENEERS IN INDIA



JACWUD WPC boards (Wood polimer composite 

boards) are manufactured using wood fibre and PVC 

granules. It is a perfect product for use in wet areas. 

The WPC boards have the aging properties of wood 

and water and the termite proof properties of PVC and 

is a better alternative to Marine Plywood and similar 

panels. The WPC boards are combined and 

manufactured with the advantages of plastic and wood 

panels.

▶ Fire retardant  ▶ Waterproof  ▶ Heat/cold resistant  ▶ 

Anti-ultraviolet ▶ Anti corrosion 

▶ Anti- decay ▶ Eco-friendly ▶ Recyclable 

JACWUD Fibre Cement Boards are eco-friendly, multi 

purpose boards that combine the strength of cement 

and the workability of wood. Manufactured using Pine 

fibre, Portland Cement and high grade sand; they are 

highly sought after for their strength, dimensional 

stability, aesthetics and versatility and can be used for 

both internal and external applications. Offering major 

advantages over conventional cladding materials, 

Jacwud Fibre Cement boards provide ease of 

installation, design flexibility and enhanced durability 

that is resistant to fire, moisture, chemicals and pests. 

Thinner and lighter in weight, yet stronger and easier to 

handle than most alternative building materials, our 

fibre cement boards make them the preferred, low 

maintenance choice of professional builders, architects 

and homeowners alike.



FLOOR

Jac Floor brings you the exquisite collection of 

wooden  floorings. Our HDF  flooring is manufactured 

from 100% Hardwood species of wood thereby 

making it one of the sturdiest wooden flooring 

options available. Our flooring  is also most durable 

and is scratch and moisture resistant as it is 

engineered to perfection in a state-of-the-art factory 

that is  integrated with the most advanced German 

technology.  

KITCHENS & WARDROBES

Jac Kitchen and Wardrobe  shutters are ready to 

use shutters that can be ordered in any  size as 

per requirement, in a wide range of natural wood 

finishes and solid colours. The shutters are 

pre-polished and you can be assured of a 

perfect finish. 

JACTEEK Finger Joint Boards are kiln dried, finger 

jointed and available in the market in various sizes 

and thicknesses. Our finger joint boards are 

manufactured in a state-of-the-art factory and can 

be benchmarked with the best finger jointed 

boards in the world. The kiln dried timber is 

carefully selected and made into boards after 

going through the finger jointed process and 

bonded together under high-frequency pressure to  

prevent wrapping, fungal and borer attack.

JACTEEK Beech Lumber are Beechwood sections 

which are perfectly kiln-dried, square-edged and 

steamed. The Kiln drying process is done using 

German technology with Optimised Drying that 

guarantees low-stress wood and uniform colouring 

and is best for furniture and interior applications.



WALL PANEL

Jac Clip On Wall Panels are  crafted to exude warmth 

and cheer to your interiors instantly and transforms  

your space by adding a touch of elegance. If you are 

looking to create a plush ambience, look no further. 

JAC DOOR and Furniture Hardware covers all the 

hardware you need for your furniture and iron 

mongery. The range covers very high quality door 

hinges and locks in stainless steel 304 SS grade to 

sophisticated soft closing hinges and drawer slides 

for kitchens and wardrobes. 

HARDWARE

SKIRTING

Jac Clip-On Skirtings can transform your Interiors 

into an elegant and sophisticated space with 

minimum additional cost. These skirting panels are 

most suitable  for both ceramic and vitrified tiles or 

wooden floorings.

New Image

JAC FURN, the furniture retail store of the group has a complete 

range of high quality home and office furniture all designed and 

produced in-house using our own raw material thereby having 

complete control on the quality of the products we manufacture. 

JAC FURN was earlier Jacsons Furniture. The rebranding was 

done in Jan 2020 to consolidate all the brands under one 

umbrella. Sally's Office Furniture by JAC FURN is a sub brand of 

our furniture division. 





Sally's Office Collection from JAC FURN 

offers you a complete range of high quality 

office furniture in a range of veneers from 

around the world. A pivotal manufacturer 

of contemporary and adaptive office 

furniture, workstations and seating 

solutions, we’re influenced by the 

modern-day workplace and strive to 

embrace innovative techniques, using 

sustainable materials to produce efficient 

products that complement the office 

environment.
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JACWUD Pre-Laminated MDF is JACWUD Hardwood 

MDF, laminated on both surfaces with synthetic 

resin-impregnated base papers under the influence of 

heat and pressure. JACWUD Prelam MDF is available in 

both ‘One side Laminated’ (OSL) and ‘Both Side 

Laminated’ (BSL) sheets. 

ALUMINIUM TXT CHERRY  TXT

B/TEAK TXT D/WALNUT TXT

WHITE OAK NATURAL OAK MAHOGANY

MAPLE CHERRY OAK

OAK S/CUT 3211 D/WALNUT WALNUT

COIMBRA ASH

WENGE

YELLOW



JACWUD Hard wood MDF is a composite wood 

panel made by extracting fibre from tropical 

hardwood and bonding them together using 

sophisticated Continuous Pressing Technology to 

form a homogenous board. JACWUD Hardwood 

MDF is an eco-friendly product and an ideal 

substitute for other panel boards such as Marine 

Plywood, Commercial Plywood, Block boards, etc.

JACWUD SuperD is a high-density fibre board which has 

been accepted in the market as the BEST AVAILABLE HDF 

IN INDIA. It is an advanced version of JACWUD Hardwood 

MDF where the density is improved by loading more fibre 

content. It has even more Antifungal properties and is 

widely used for moulding and carving works.

▶ Thickness - 800-860 kg/m3   ▶ High density  ▶ 

Eco-friendly 

ANTI
COCKROACH

ZONE
This is a revolutionary product and only offered by 

JACWUD in India. It repels cockroaches and ants. 

When a cockroach or ant touches the board, the 

repellent compound stimulates the nerves of the 

cockroach/ant and prevents it from resting or 

colonizing on the board.

▶ Natural and odourless  ▶ 100% tropical hardwood 

fibres  ▶ Eco-friendly and water-resistant  ▶ 

Pre-coated 

THE ONLY 100% 
HARDWOOD MDF 
IN INDIA



JAC Interior Stores or JIS are concept stores which display and sell  the full range of the company's eco-friendly 

raw material for interior decoration under one roof. The Group has a large  basket of high quality products from 

Doors, Veneers, MDF and  HDF to Cement boards, Kiln Dried Timber, Kitchen & Wardrobe Shutters  and more. 

JAC DOOR, JAC VENEER, JACTEEK and JACWUD are some of our product brands sold through JIS.
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ECO FRIENDLY RAW MATERIALS FOR INTERIORS
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www.jacgroupindia.com
www.jacfurn.com

OVER 100 YEARS IN WOOD

JAC Interior Store

KERALA
Atlantis Jn.: M. G. Road, Kochi Tel: 9388113411 | Edappally: Edappally Jn., Kochi Tel: 9388813400 | Kalamasserry: 

HMT Road, Tel: 9388113401 | Erattupetta: Near PMC Hospital, Tel: 9447251573 | Thrissur: Poonkunnam, Opp. 
Deshabhimani, Tel: 8589931155 | Kottayam: Opp. Matha Hospital, MC Road, Thellakom, Tel: 8594021155 | 

Thiruvalla: JIS, Near Federal Bank NRI Branch, Muthoor, Tel: 8589897998 | Calicut: Tel: 8592933332 | Kollam: Tel: 
9388313407 | Thiruvananthapuram: Nakshathra Building Vazhuthacaud, Tel: 9388313410

TAMIL NADU
Chennai: Valluvarkottam Highroad Nungambakkam, Tel: 9382151092

KARNATAKA
Bengaluru: Hennur Junction, Near Sony Centre,Tel: 8025440163


